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Sometimes referred to as drip marketing, lead nurturing is the process of moving 
educators through the education purchasing cycle with carefully timed content 
that’s tailored to their wants and needs at specific points in time. Essentially, it’s 
about turning prospects into quality, qualified leads by delivering the right content, 
at the right time, to the right educators. And along the way, you’ll increase  
engagement, establish solid thought leadership, and build stronger customer  
relationships. 

Searching for a Reason to Nurture Leads?
Eighty percent of marketers are running nurture campaigns,1 and for good reason. 
Nurtured leads typically produce more sales opportunities compared to non- 
nurtured leads. Here’s why: 

Today’s education customers have taken product and program research into their 
own hands. In fact, more than half of teachers use search engines such as Google  
as their main source of information about educational, teaching and learning  
products.2 During that online research, educators may stumble upon your website. 
Or, an ad promoting a blog post may appear during a search. Eventually, educators 
will provide their information in exchange for a piece of content. 

Create a Chain Reaction

RIGHT  
EDUCATOR

 RIGHT TIME

96% of website visitors  
aren’t ready to buy3

RIGHT CONTENT
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Next Step? Nurture!
You’ve gotten educators to your site and you’re collecting their email addresses — now what? 
It wouldn’t make sense to pass these individuals right off to sales. And chances are, your 
sales team won’t appreciate the leads anyway. Just because an educator has downloaded 
a whitepaper that doesn’t necessarily indicate that they're ready to make a purchase. But it 
could mean they are interested, and that’s a good start. 

With lead nurturing, you can continue to deliver timely, relevant content to turn this  
non-sales-ready prospect into a qualified lead who is ready to sign a PO or pass your  
information along to decision-makers.   

Get Started 
It’s important to have a documented lead strategy 
for each of your education audience segments. That 
strategy is simple to put together when you know how 
to use marketing automation to send: 

• The right content, 

• At the right time,

• To the right educators. 

Keep reading this guide for more details about each 
of these four key elements for building your funnel 
and moving educators through the sales pipeline.  
By the end, you will have the knowledge and tools  
to build your own lead nurturing strategy for every 
product you offer and every customer you’re trying  
to reach.

Take the first step! 

CREATE A CHAIN REACTION
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According to Gartner, companies now spend more on marketing technology 
than on advertising. That investment is especially smart within the education 
space. The education sales cycle is a long process that spans many, many 
months (we’ll dig into that on page 8), which can make lead nurturing a  
lengthy process. 

3 Reasons to Automate 
Marketing automation makes easy work of guiding education prospects down 
the path to purchase and tracking them throughout the customer lifecycle. 
Once educators opt in and provide their information, marketing automation 
can trigger outbound touches that deploy based on time intervals or  
educator actions, as well as track educators’ inbound interactions across  
marketing channels.  

There are many reasons to use marketing automation for lead nurturing.  
Above all: 

Efficiency
Use marketing automation to streamline marketing efforts, tools and channels. 
You can view lead behavior across platforms, integrate marketing automation  
with your CRM to better manage leads and  
customers, and establish workflows for drip  
email marketing campaigns. Marketing  
automation also eliminates the need to  
manually complete time-consuming and  
repetitive tasks, such as sending welcome  
emails after educators opt into receiving  
your e-newsletter. 

Make It Automatic

Trip the Trigger
Response rates increase with every touch an educator receives.  

Agile can not only set up your initial email campaign, but also  
schedule follow-up messages automatically triggered by specific 

behaviors to increase response and conversions.  

INITIAL EMAIL DEPLOYS
Select how long after your initial 
campaign deploys that you’d like  
your trigger messages to deploy.

Open  
Trigger

Sent to everyone who 
opened your initial 

message but didn’t  
click through. 

Click-Through  
Trigger

Sent to everyone who 
clicked a link in your 

initial message. 

Non-Responder 
Trigger

Sent to everyone who  
did not open your  

initial message. 

@

http://www.agile-ed.com
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Segmentation, Targeting & Personalization
Marketing automation tools help you capture a wealth of educator data that 
you can use to create more effective marketing and engage with every  
contact in your database on a personal level. Use automation technology to 
segment lists of educators in your CRM by a variety of demographics. From 
there, target those lists with highly personalized content, offers and even 
images, to create relevant, meaningful messages that speak to individuals. 

Creating these 1:1 experiences can: 

•  Breed stronger trust and loyalty by establishing thought leadership and 
expertise around topics and issues of concern to the individual educators in 
your CRM. 

•  Improve engagement with highly personalized and relevant messages that 
entice educators to take action.

•  Increase conversions and ROI by delivering messages that address where 
an educator is at in his customer journey and encourages him to take the 
next step toward purchasing.

Lead Scoring
Marketing automation can power lead scoring: assigning values to contacts 
in your database based on specific demographics, actions or behaviors, to 
determine where they’re at within the education purchasing cycle. An  
educator’s score informs the actions you take with them next. Lower scores 
indicate low engagement, which means the educator may still need top- 
of-funnel messaging and content. Higher scores indicate high engagement, 
which means the educator may be ready for more bottom-of-the-funnel 
sales messages. With marketing automation, different content can be  
delivered to different educators based on their lead scores. 

Get Personal
You can target lists by segmenting your database by broad education demographics including  
location, size, grades taught, and more. But sometimes, that’s not enough. Schools in the same  
district with similar enrollment and staffing often couldn’t be more different. Agile can uncover 
these differences by analyzing deep performance data, from proficiency levels to test scores. 

 Want to go even deeper? Nowhere can you get more detailed insight into  
public school districts than from EdIntel from Agile. Use EdIntel data to discover 
which products and methodologies are important to your target districts. Use  
that data to drive your sales presentations and build a targeted marketing strategy.  
Learn more. 

MAKE IT AUTOMATIC

http://www.agile-ed.com
http://agile-ed.com/k-12/edintel
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Most consumers follow a similar pattern of behavior:

1.  They become aware that they are in need of a specific product or service. 

2.  This recognition encourages consumers to self-educate and research  
potential solutions. 

3.  During their research, consumers consider many possibilities, which they 
narrow down to their final selection. 

4.  They make the purchase, use the product or service and  
then decide to either continue using it or move on to a better solution.  

5.  If they are satisfied with the product or service, they might  
convince others to buy it, too.

During each step in this decision-making process, educators desire different 
information. Your job as a marketer is to deliver content that meets their 
exact needs at specific points in time. To create a successful lead nurture 
campaign, you must know what educators want to know and how they want 
to learn it.  

What Do Educators Want to Know? 
Early in the buying process, educators simply want to be informed. They seek 
out information that introduces them to possible solutions and proves a  
company is trustworthy, knowledgeable and understands their specific pain 
points, wants and needs. Your focus at this point should be on providing  
helpful, brand-relevant content rather than product promotion. Share  
content that establishes thought leadership, such as web articles and 
whitepapers. Provide helpful content educators can use in their schools and 
classrooms, such as posters or calendars and rubrics and planning guides. 
Plan webinars that discuss general strategies, new methodologies and 
research topics. When they’re done consuming the content, give educators 
the opportunity to simply learn more.  

As educators zero in on the solution they feel best meets their needs, they  
require more product-focused details, from key features and benefits to  
competitor comparisons. Share case studies, videos and other content that  
discuss product details as well as efficacy and results. Deliver your product  
catalog through direct mail as well as digitally. At this point in time your CTA 
also will shift. Rather than directing educators to learn more, ask them to 
schedule a demo or start a free trial. 

The Right Content 

ADMINISTRATORS:

  Evidence of Success               78%

  Key Benefits                              75%

  Cost                                             74%

  Features                               73%

  Examples of Use 61%

   Implementation    
Details                  60% 

  

TEACHERS:

  Key Benefits                                   83%

  Cost                                                  81%

  Evidence of Success    79%

  Features                         75%

   Implementation  
Details                         73%

    Examples  
of Use      57%  

What Do Educators Want to Know?4

http://www.agile-ed.com
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How Do Educators Want to Learn?
Your messages could be lost if they aren’t delivered on the platforms educators value 
most for information about education products and services.

Each of these platforms can play an important role in your lead nurturing strategy, 
working together to move educators through the buying cycle. For example, an  
educator might stumble upon your website and read a blog. After he leaves, social 
ad retargeting might convince him to sign up for a webinar. Once you have the 
educator’s contact information, you can begin sending him a targeted email nurture 
campaign tailored to his job title, geographic location, product preference, and of 
course, stage in the buying cycle.

Which brings us to our next topic …   

ADMINISTRATORS:

  Websites                                          68%

  Word of Mouth                         67%

  Conferences                        64%

  Webinars              51%

  Email        43%

   Social  
Media   38%

                            Industry  Publications                 
                            37%

            Industry Blogs 

            18%

TEACHERS:

  Websites                                                    72%

  Word of Mouth                                  69%

  Conferences                               65%

  Webinars       41%

  Email    36%

   Social  
Media 33%

                     Industry Publications                 
                     28%

         Industry Blogs 

         15%

Most Valued Platforms5

Websites are  
one of educators’  
favorite platforms 

for product and  
service information. 

THE RIGHT CONTENT

http://www.agile-ed.com
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Educators complete the decision-making steps outlined on page 6 as they 
move through the education purchasing cycle, a four-phase cycle that  
coincides with the school year calendar. As educators move through each 
phase, they experience different emotions, ask different questions and desire 
different information. 

A strong lead nurturing strategy moves educators from one phase to the next 
with carefully timed messages and content that coincide with where educators 
are in the education purchasing cycle.

Planning: May – July 
During late spring and early summer, educators assess their needs for the next 
school year and research potential solutions. Administrators are still working, 
but with fewer distractions. Teachers may be out on break, but they’re still  
completing professional learning, classroom planning and researching new  
products and programs that will support their lessons. 

Awareness & Familiarity: August – December 
This time of year, budgets and purchases for the current school year are set, but 
educators are already thinking about next fall. From roughly August 15 until the 
winter holidays, educators learn about products and services through research 
driven by top-of-funnel marketing tactics that get them familiar with your brand 
and products. They’re wondering: Who are you? Why should I care? How are you 
different from your competitors? How can you make my life easier? 

Trial & Consideration: January – April 
Through mid- to late-April, deploy drip campaigns that deliver helpful,  
product-focused communications to promising leads. Topics to cover include 
features and benefits, competitor comparisons, and customer success stories 
and reviews. During this phase, educators are wondering: How do your products 
and services solve my problems? How do they help me reach my goals? What 
are next steps? How does your product work for other educators like me? 

Purchasing: June – August 
An effective nurturing strategy will lead educators to the sale — most of which 
occur during summer break. But don’t stop there. Your goal after securing a sale 
should be retention. One easy way to build up the customer relationship and 
encourage loyalty is to deliver information that helps customers feel valued and 
use your product or service to its full potential.

Having a thorough understanding of the education sales cycle and what  
educators need as they journey through it is essential to building a lead  
nurturing strategy that works. You now know what information educators  
value, how they like to receive that information and when they need to receive it.  
Now you just need to make sure your messages reach the right educators. 

More on that, next!

The Right Time

MAY - 
JULY

AUGUST - 
DECEMBER

JANUARY - 
APRIL

SUMMER

Consideration  
& Trial

Awareness 
& FamiliarityPlanning PURCHASE

Dead Zones
There are quiet periods throughout the sales cycle that typically revolve 
around school breaks. In general, slow or pause messages: 
• Mid-November – December 31
• Mid-March
• Mid- to late-April – July 1

http://www.agile-ed.com
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You can tailor and time your content carefully to where educators are in the 
buying cycle, but your efforts will be wasted if messages don’t reach the right 
stakeholders. Education marketing rule number one is to create marketing  
content that meets your customers’ needs — not your company’s. However, 
what your customers want and need depends on what their role is within the 
district or school — and in the buying process in general. 

In education purchasing there are influencers and there are decision-makers.  
Consider, for example, all of the stakeholders involved in making a single  
edtech purchase. 

The Right Educators 

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0

n  IT Director

n Principal

n Superintendent

n Curriculum Director

n Teachers

n Library/Media Director

n School Board

n Business Director

n Other

Who plays a key role in purchasing edtech?6

All of these educators play a role in converting a potential sale into a 
signed PO. So, if you’re selling edtech, ideally you’d reach them all with 
different lead nurture campaigns. But identifying your key stakeholders 
is just the first step. Once you know who these educators are, you must 
learn everything about them. 

Building audience personas is an exercise that’s essential to successful 
lead nurturing. Only when you know everything about these educators 
can you create targeted, tailored marketing that satisfies their  
preferences. When creating personas for each of your core education 
customers (you’ll have more than one), you’ll need to document  
everything you can about them, including: 

• Roles and responsibilities in the school or district

• Job challenges and pain points

• Involvement in education purchasing

• Marketing preferences 

EDUCATOR PERSONA - MEET:__________________________________________________

ROLE
Job title: ________________________________________________________________________________

Education: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Reports to: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

❍ School        ❍ District       (Check all that apply)

What a typical day looks like: 

 _________________________________________________________________________________________

SCHOOL/DISTRICT 

❍ Urban     ❍ Suburban     ❍ Rural       (Check all that apply)
School size / district size / class size: _____________________________

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES     What is this educator tasked to do, and how does he/she get it done? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

JOB CHALLENGES     What roadblocks does the educator encounter? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

INVOLVEMENT IN EDUCATION PUCHASING

❍ Influencer   ❍ Decision Maker   ❍ Both  (check all that apply)          Purchasing authority:   ❍ Yes   ❍ No             Budget control:   ❍ Yes   ❍ No

Works closely with: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What purchasing decisions is this educator responsible for or involved with? __________________________________________________________________

For which products and services? ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

INFORMATION I NEED     What information does the educator need to succeed and make better purchasing decisions? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MARKETING PREFERENCES

How does the educator like to receive information from education vendors? __________________________________________________________________

How much information does he/she want to receive; how often? ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Who/what does he/she trust for information about education products and services? _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

    MESSAGE    What is the best way to describe your product or service to this educator? 

      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

    VALUE PROPOSITION    What key pain points does your product or service solve for this educator? 

       ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8 6 6 . 7 8 3 . 0 2 4 1    |    w w w . a g i l e - e d . c o m

Add educator photo.

Build Your Educator Personas
Fill out our helpful worksheet, and watch your  
key audience segments come to life. 

Get the Worksheet

http://www.agile-ed.com
http://www.agile-ed.com
http://www.agile-ed.com/educator-persona-worksheet
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THE RIGHT EDUCATORS

Imagine that your company sells a new-to-market edtech solution. As  
we discussed earlier, there are many individuals involved in edtech purchasing. 
Your personas might look something like this:   

Ian; District Instructional Technology Director

Responsibilities: To oversee the integration of technology into  
curriculum and instruction in every school in the district. 

 Priorities: To ensure that technology is being used and has value,  
and that students develop the technology skills needed to be 21st  
century citizens. 

Role in Purchasing: I work closely with stakeholders to evaluate, select and implement 
instructional technology, ultimately having budget control and purchasing authority. 

What I Need to Know: 

•  What evidence do you have of your product’s effectiveness? 

•  How much time and training will this product require to implement? 

•  Is this product compatible with our existing infrastructure and instructional technologies? 

Pamela; School Principal

Responsibilities: To oversee the performance of all school faculty, staff, 
students, and programs. 

 Priorities: To ensure that teachers are effective, that students are  
successful and that the school meets or exceeds state academic standards. 

Role in Purchasing: I have purchasing control and authority, but I work closely with  
teachers to find and purchase programs and evaluate their effectiveness. 

What I Need to Know: 

•  How does this product solve a particular need and support my teachers and students? 

•  What evidence do you have of your product’s effectiveness? 

• Is this product standards-aligned? 

Carol; District Curriculum Director

Responsibilities: To ensure teachers have the curricular resources  
needed to meet academic standards and educational goals. 

     Priorities: To ensure that curricular resources are valuable to teachers 
and students, and that they’re being used effectively.

Role in Purchasing: Though I do have purchasing authority and budgetary control, I work 
closely with stakeholders in the district and schools to research, pilot, purchase, and 
implement curricular resources. 

What I Need to Know: 

•  What evidence do you have of your product’s effectiveness? 

•  How much time and training will this product require to implement? 

•  Does this product solve a need for teachers and students, and how will it work with their 
current curricular programs? 

Thomas; School Teacher

Responsibilities: To use various teaching resources and methods to 
instruct students in a specific grade level.   

 Priorities: To ensure students meet school, district and state academic 
standards through effective lesson planning, instruction and classroom 
management. 

Role in Purchasing: Though I don’t have complete purchasing control, I research and 
test products and programs that fill a need in my classroom, and I make recommenda-
tions to decision-makers in my school or district. 

What I Need to Know: 

•  How does this product solve a particular need in my classroom? 

• Will this product help me be better at my job? 

• Is this product standards-aligned? 

Now that you’ve defined your core audience segments, you can tailor your 
marketing messages to their preferences. Target and segment your lists for 
your various audience personas, and then begin nurturing them with  
personalized content for every stage in the sales funnel. 

Let’s put it all together! 

http://www.agile-ed.com
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You know everything you need to know to create a lead nurturing strategy. But what does this look like? Imagine: You're trying to sell digital 
curriculum software. Because you’re selling an edtech product, you need to engage with influencers and decision-makers in schools and 
districts with a lead nurturing campaign that delivers the right content at the right time to the right educators. Here’s what a simple lead 
nurture track might look like for Ian, the instructional technology director introduced to you on page 10: 

You Made It!  

  TRACK 1: DISTRICT DECISION-MAKER TRACK; INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR

EMAIL 1
Message:  
Welcome!  

We’re Glad You  
Found Us! 

Asset:  
Blog post about 

 digital curriculum  
use in the U.S.

CTA: 
Learn More

EMAIL 2
Message: 

Can Digital  
Curriculum Improve 

Outcomes? 

Asset:  
White paper  

establishing thought 
leadership

CTA: 
Learn More

EMAIL 3
Message: 
Does Our  

Product Work?  

Asset:  
Case study explaining  
evidence of success

CTA:  
Request Demo

EMAIL 4
Message: 

How One School Used  
Digital Curriculum  

Successfully

Asset:  
Webinar explaining  
examples of use in  

a similar district

CTA:  
Request Demo

EMAIL 5
Message: 

We Can Help You! 

Asset:  
Product video  
explaining key  
features and  

benefits 

CTA:  
Buy Now

Gated landing page 
with demo request

Gated landing page 
with demo request

Gated landing page 
with demo request

Gated landing page 
with demo request

DEMO  
REQUEST

http://www.agile-ed.com


Pick a Lane 
Lead nurturing isn’t just about leading potential 
customers to a sale. It’s also about creating  
loyalty, increasing upselling opportunities,  
encouraging renewals, and so much more.  
Potential lead nurture campaigns include:  

•  Re-engagement — Turn previously failed  
leads into new sales

•  Competitor customers — Convince  
educators to make the switch

•  Professional development — Help  
educators use your solution to its fullest  
potential after the PO is signed

•  Renewals — Make easy sales by reminding  
educators when it’s time to renew

•  Events — Convince conference and webinar 
attendees to opt into regular communications
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YOU MADE IT! 

It’s All About the Journey
The simple lead nurture track on page 11 answers all of the questions that are important to  
Ian as he moves through the education purchasing cycle. It starts high-level, drawing him in 
with brand-relevant content that establishes awareness, trust and loyalty. As he moves  
further down the funnel, it takes on a product focus before ultimately asking him to buy.  

What happens after the last message is sent? The nurturing starts all over again, either with a  
re-engagement campaign if he decides to delay the purchase, or a welcome campaign that 
will deploy after the sale is final. (We’re rooting for the latter!) 

Get busy!  
Build your own lead nurture strategy today.

http://www.agile-ed.com
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Education Data
Demographic and contact data  

for precisely the institutions  
and educators you want to  

market and sell to. 

Inbound Marketing
Create lead generation forms  

to instantly populate your  
Campus CRM with leads  

gathered through inbound  
marketing.

CRM
Log and track every interaction 

prospects and customers  
have with your company so you  

can cultivate relationships.

Relationship Building
Real-time alerts let you know  

when prospects and customers 
visit your website and  

respond to campaigns.

Sales Funnel
Design and implement a  

sales funnel, including lead  
scoring, to more efficiently  
lead prospects to purchase.

Proposal Creation
Streamline the proposal  
process with customized  
templates and track sales  

conversion rates and timing.

Email Marketing
Design, deploy, track, and analyze 

email campaigns to educators  
with an intuitive, CAN-SPAM  

compliant platform. 

Sales Tracking
Close sales quickly  

with one-click proposal to  
invoice creation and monitor  

revenue with sales  
performance reports.

How districts and schools are structured, make decisions and purchase products doesn’t always fit neatly 
into standard CRM, marketing management and accounting systems. That’s where Campus comes in. 

Campus from Agile Education Marketing is the only education-specific business management system that 
combines these tools with access to Agile’s extensive database of K-12 districts, schools and personnel. 

Power All of Your Education Marketing, Sales & Business Functions

Ready to Learn More?
Download the Campus playbook to learn how Campus  
streamlines every stage of the education purchasing  
cycle. Or, see for yourself with a quick 20-minute demo.  
Schedule yours today!

http://www.agile-ed.com
http://www.agile-ed.com/campus-playbook-request
http://www.agile-ed.com/campus-form
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NEED ASSISTANCE? 
Contact an Agile rep. We’re available  

to talk about tips and tools for  
your next lead nurture campaign. 

http://www.agile-ed.com
https://www.marketo.com/analyst-and-other-reports/2017-marketing-benchmark-report-north-america/
http://www.agile-ed.com/2017-teacher-purchasing-spending-and-loyalty-survey
https://www.marketo.com/ebooks/website-and-seo-for-lead-generation/
http://www.agile-ed.com/resources/marketing-hot-topics/385-survey-results-how-educators-interact-with-email-part-1
http://www.agile-ed.com/resources/marketing-hot-topics/385-survey-results-how-educators-interact-with-email-part-1
http://www.agile-ed.com/images/webinar_ppt/EdTechBuyingSurvey_2015.pdf
http://www.agile-ed.com/contact
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